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AIRConnect for Agents and Consolidators 
 
The Travel Agent version of AIRConnect provides significant benefits: 
 
Airline Contract Management 

 Actual revenue by airline contract applying all contract rules and exceptions 
and excluding sectors that have been refunded and exchanged 

 Automatic forecasting to end of contract 
 Ability to import airline “actual flown revenue” at Contract Month level  
 Pivot Reports by Contract allow drill-down to show each ticket 
 Reporting / distribution of Incentive payments prorated to Originating Agent 

 
Plated Revenue 
Sales, Document numbers, mileage and yield (over 80 items) 

 Sales by IATA BSP Billing period 
 Sales by Year and month of issue 
 Sales by Year and month of initial departure 
 Sales forecast availed by month (Refunds offset using original ticket itinerary 

to keep net availed forecast accurate) 
 Sales by destination Region / sub-region / Country / State 
 Sales by Gateways both Outbound and Inbound 
 Sales by Airline Tour code 
 Sales by Fare Basis code 
 Sales by Statistical Route (Domestic / Tasman / International etc) 

 
Sector Revenue 
Prorated Sales, passengers, mileage and yield 

 Projected availed revenue by month by carrier by Statistical Route 
 Actual and forecast revenue by airline contract applying all contract rules  
 Projected availed revenue by month by carrier by Sector 
 Include / Exclude plated carrier flown sectors 
 Include / exclude Net Remit tickets 

 
Market Share Reporting 

 For a selected airline 
 Sales values by Region by month compared to All Airlines 
 Flown Revenue by Region by month compared to All Airlines 
 Passenger numbers or Passenger “legs” (Outbound / Inbound) 

by sales month or flown month (prorated) compared to All Airlines 
 

Ad-hoc Inquiry and reporting 
 Unlimited search criteria to view or report sales by Sector, Class, Fare Basis, 

Destination, Route, Carrier, Plated carrier, Agent, Passenger, Credit Card etc. 
Over 800 fields available. Search or Filter by any field 

 
High level summary includes statistics by Group, Agent or detail down to individual 
ticket level to support negotiations with airlines. 
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AIRConnect processes the HOT files available form the BSP and produces Reports 
and statistical data for ad-hoc reporting and graphs.  
The HOT Load process is reasonably quick so the automatic reports and statistical 
data is available to users on the same day. 
 
AIRConnect reports can be printed, saved as PDF or exported to Excel. This allows 
regular reports to be created and saved at the beginning of each week. Reports 
exported to Excel can then be combined with other Excel data or other AIRConnect 
Excel worksheets to provide easy comparison of Sales and Availed data on the same 
page etc. 
 
Auditing Options 
AIRConnect also provides the additional option to audit each ticket for Taxes and 
Fuel Surcharges so that the Agency can immediately identify  

 Tickets that will cause the airline to issue an ADM 
 Tickets that have over-collected Tax or Fuel Surcharge and can consequently 

initiate a request for ACM 
 
AIRConnect also provides the additional option to audit all Net Remit tickets against 
the deals distributed by the airlines so that the Agency can immediately identify 

 Which tickets were rejected incorrectly by the BSP because the airline had 
been late in sending the Net Deal update 

 Which tickets should have passed, given slight flexibility in validation 
 Which tickets would have passed if given a slightly different Tour code 

 
AIRConnect also provides the additional option to audit all non-Net Remit tickets 
against airline commission rules 
 
Operational Benefits 
Almost immediate availability of forecast Availed Sales reduces normal reporting 
time from up to 12 months to 1 day and allows the Agency to 

 Respond tactically to redirect business where required 
 Focus on high yield business 
 Initiate negotiations before the airline has access to their own data 

Additional revenue 
 Non-refundable tickets that are not used are shown as a future availed sale and 

will increase revenue figures 
 Identification of required ACMs for over-paid Taxes and Fuel Surcharges 
 Identification of required ACMs for under-collected commission 
 Recognition of Tax, Fuel and Commission errors that will cause airline ADMs 

in time to re-issue or collect additional fees from the passenger. 
Improved Management 

 Full detail, down to ticket level to substantiate Agency claims. 
 Reporting of Ticketing errors by Reporting system allows quick response for 

corrections so that future errors and losses are minimised 
 Sales performance by Deal and on Short term ad-hoc fares etc provides better 

measurement of immediate response and allows marketing adjustments mid 
campaign 
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 AIRConnect runs within your own premises, on your own network. All HOT 
files and data remain under your control and security. 

 AIRConnect reports can be printed, saved as PDF or exported to Excel  
Improved negotiation with airlines 

 Much better access to forecast availed sales provides the Agency with better 
information than the airline 

 Audits are processed by the same system that is used by airlines in 19 
countries. 

 Ability to drill down to ticket and sector level 
 Accurate identification of total Fuel Surcharges collected by Carrier 
 Exchange tickets automatically adjust total revenue according to new flown 

itinerary, matching airline availed revenue distribution 
Marketing  

 Easy identification of which markets are growing identifies potential markets 
 Identification of which regions the passengers are travelling from recognises 

the regional/provincial differences in travel trends and allows marketing to 
direct advertising more appropriately 

 Easily identify Corporate clients through repeated volume Credit Card use 
 Early warning of sales performance helps ensure sales occur within contract 

period for tactical initiatives 
Accounting 

 Automatic proration of Airline incentive payments down to Originating Agent 
 
BSPConnect Limited has been in the business of providing BSP Ticket Audit and 
Statistical analysis since 1984 and provides services to over 80 airline and Travel 
Agent offices in 70 countries. 
 
Examples: (Note: all data shown is fictitious) 
Report total availed revenue by month by plated carrier. This analyses by plated 
carrier and shows the prorated availed revenue according to the month of travel of 
each sector, including other carriers in the total. 
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Link to Dashboards or report across multiple contracts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Summary reports 

 
 
Report availed revenue by Statistical Route group. These groups can be established 
according to each agent/consolidators requirement prior to loading the HOT files. 
 

 
 
This can also be analysed by Agent IATA number: 

 
 
 


